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Energy storage systems (ESSs) have experienced a very rapid growth in recent years and are
expected to be a promising tool in order to improving power system reliability and being eco-
nomically efﬁcient. The ESSs possess many potential beneﬁts in various areas in the electric
power systems. One of the main beneﬁts of an ESS, especially a bulk unit, relies on smoothing
the load pattern by decreasing on-peak and increasing off-peak loads, known as load leveling.
These devices require new methods and tools in order to model and optimize their effects in the
power system studies. In this respect, this paper will model bulk ESSs based on the several tech-
nical characteristics, introduce the proposed model in the thermal unit commitment (UC) prob-
lem, and analyze it with respect to the various sensitive parameters. The technical limitations of
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Mixed integer linear programming
Short-term storage scheduling
Unit commitmentNomenclature
Sets
I; J sets of network buses
M set of piecewise linear generatio
ments
N set of thermal units
Ni set of thermal units located at
S set of energy storage systems
Si set of energy storage systems l
T set of time periods
Parameters
BG0n initial on/off state of unit n
CCSUn constant start-up cost of unit
CCSDn constant shutdown cost of uni
CCLSi constant cost of load sheddin
period t
ESRateds rated energy of energy storage
ES0s initial stored energy in energy
kn constant coefﬁcient of piecewi
cost function of unit n
NGCn number of segments of generat
unit n
PRDn ramp-down limit of unit n
PRUn ramp-up limit of unit n
PSDRn shutdown ramp limit of unit n
PSURn start-up ramp limit of unit n
PMinn minimum generation capacity
PMaxn maximum generation capacity
PDi;t demand at bus i and time peri
PLMaxi;j capacity of the line between b
PSRateds rated power of energy storage
PSCRUs charge ramp-up limit of energ
PSCRDs charge ramp-down limit of ene
PSDRUs discharge ramp-up limit of ene
PSDRDs discharge ramp-down limit
system s
Rt required reserve at time period
TDn number of time periods unit n
line due to its minimum down
TD0n number of time periods unit
prior to the ﬁrst period of the
TMDn minimum down-time of unit n
TMUn minimum up-time of unit n
TUn number of time periods unit n
line due to its minimum up-timthe thermal units and transmission network constraints are also considered in the model. The
proposed model is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) which can be easily solved
by strong commercial solvers (for instance CPLEX) and it is appropriate to be used in the prac-
tical large scale networks. The results of implementing the proposed model on a test system
reveal that proper load leveling through optimum storage scheduling leads to considerable oper-
ation cost reduction with respect to the storage system characteristics.
 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University.n cost function seg-
bus i
ocated at bus i
n at time period t
t n at time period t
g at bus i and time
system s
storage system s
se linear generation
ion cost function of
of unit n
of unit n
od t
uses i and j
system s
y storage system s
rgy storage system s
rgy storage system s
of energy storage
t
must be initially off-
-time constraint
n has been ofﬂine
time span
must be initially on-
e constraint
TU0n number of time periods unit n has been online
prior to the ﬁrst period of the time span
XLi;j;t reactance of the line between buses i and j
an constant coefﬁcient of quadratic generation cost
function of unit n
bn ﬁrst order coefﬁcient of quadratic generation cost
function of unit n
cn second order coefﬁcient of quadratic generation
cost function of unit n
gChs charge efﬁciency of energy storage system s
gDis discharge efﬁciency of energy storage system s
kn;m slope of segment m of piecewise linear generation
cost function of unit n
Variables
BGStaten;t binary variable indicating on/off state of generat-
ing unit n at time period t
BGSUn;t binary variable indicating start-up state of generat-
ing unit n at time period t
BGSDn;t binary variable indicating shutdown state of gener-
ating unit n at time period t
BSChs;t binary variable indicating charge state of energy
storage system s at time period t
BSDis;t binary variable indicating discharge state of energy
storage system s at time period t
CLSi;t load shedding cost at bus i and time period t
CSDn;t shutdown cost of unit n at time period t
CPGn;t generation cost of unit n at time period t
CSUn;t start-up cost of unit n at time period t
ESs;t stored energy in energy storage system s at time
period t
PPLm;n;t generated power in segment m of piecewise linear
generation cost function of unit n at time period t
PLSi;t load shedding at bus i and time period t
PRest total reserve of the system at time period t
PGn;t generated power of unit n at time period t
PGBusi;t sum of the generated power of units located at bus
i at time period t
PGMaxn;t maximum producible power of unit n at time per-
iod t
PGResn;t spinning reserve of unit n at time period t
PIi;t power injected at bus i and time period t
PLi;j;t ﬂow of the line between buses i and j at time
period t
PSChs;t charged power into energy storage system s at time
period t
PSDis;t discharged power from energy storage system s at
time period t
TDn;t number of time periods unit n has been ofﬂine
prior to the start-up in time period t
di;t voltage angle of bus i at time period t
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An energy storage system (ESS) is deﬁned as a device with
capability of storing electric energy in charging periods and
delivering stored energy at discharging periods, when needed
[1]. Different from other apparatus utilized in the electric
power system, ESSs have a variety of technologies and func-
tionalities. These devices can act as a controllable load or an
adjustable generator giving them the ability to offer many
diverse applications, regarding the installation location, their
characteristics, and control procedure [2]. The ESSs installed
within an electricity system can be provided by a range of tech-
nologies [3]. The ESS technologies include hydraulic pumped
energy storage (HPES), compressed air energy storage
(CAES), ﬂywheel energy storage (FWES), superconducting
magnetic energy storage (SMES), battery energy storage sys-
tem (BESS), and supercapacitor or ultracapacitor energy stor-
age (SCES). The ESS technologies can be broadly categorized
into two groups, including centralized bulk power storage and
distributed storage. The centralized bulk energy storage tech-
nologies, also known as large-scale or grid-scale storage, are
relatively large installations designed to store large amounts
of electricity where storage capacity ranges from tens to hun-
dreds of megawatts, and the units can supply power to the grid
for hours at a time [4]. The HPES, CAES, and advanced large-
scale batteries belong to this category. Distributed multipur-
pose power storage technologies include dispersed ESSs in
the power system and are used either to meet speciﬁc and local
applications (customer power quality issues, microgrid island-
ing, costumer peak shaving, and et cetera) or grid scale services
to the system operator (including voltage support, frequency
regulation, load shifting, and so on). These technologies can
be located at generating plants, on the power transmission or
distribution systems, or at an end-user site including FWES,
SMES, SCES, and small-scale and medium-scale battery
energy storage technologies [5]. The ESSs have experienced a
very rapid growth in recent years and are expected to be a
promising tool in order to improving power system reliability
and economics [6,7]. With this outlook, bulk storage devices
are expected to be incorporated into power systems in the near
future [8,9]. The ESSs possess many potential beneﬁts in vari-
ous areas in the electric power systems [10]. As a consequence,
these devices are increasing their impact on the utility grid as a
solution to the existing problems. The potential applications of
the EESs in the electric power systems including power quality
improvement, ride-through capability (bridging power),
energy management, integrating and smoothing intermittent
renewable resources, emergency back-up power, telecommuni-
cations back-up, ramping and load following, peak shaving,
time shifting, load leveling, seasonal energy storage, low volt-
age ride-through, transmission and distribution stability,
black-start, voltage regulation and control, network ﬂuctua-
tion suppression, spinning reserve, end-user electricity service
reliability, motor starting, uninterruptible power supply, andtransmission and distribution upgrade deferral have been
widely reported in recent years and are out of the scope of this
work [2,6,9,10]. But, the main reported applications of the
ESSs are load leveling, renewable resources integration and
smoothing, frequency regulation and stabilization, and trans-
mission and distribution network upgrade [2,11]. It should
be noted that each application requires speciﬁc storage charac-
teristics in terms of power and energy rating and charge and
discharge duration. Each of these major applications is
reviewed in the following, brieﬂy.
Load leveling (energy time shift)
Load leveling refers to the smoothing of the load pattern by low-
ering on-peak and increasing off-peak loads. The load leveling is
also deﬁned as charging ESS by purchased cheap electric energy
at periods when prices are low and discharge ESS to sell stored
energy at a later time when the prices are high. In principle,
energy time-shift includes potential energy transactions with
ﬁnancial advantage based on the differences between the cost
to purchase energy (charge) and sell it (discharge). In addition
to cost saving, load leveling reduces the need to utilize peaking
power plants or augment the transmission and distribution
infrastructure. Functional candidates for peak shaving applica-
tion are pumped hydro energy storage, compressed air energy
storage, and large-scale batteries. Related studies of this
application were previously reported [12–19].
Renewable integration and smoothing
Nowadays, renewable energy resources are penetrated into the
electric power systems as large scale plants. The statistics indi-
cate that wind and solar energy projects are the fastest-growing
renewable energy resources in the world, due to their sustain-
ability, cleanness, and cost effectiveness compared to the other
renewable energy resources [20,21]. The uncertainty is the main
problem to utilize these resources because the wind speed and
solar radiation are continuously changing and afterward, the
output power of the plant will be changed. These power ﬂuc-
tuations can cause considerable troubles in terms of voltage
and frequency stability. In the electric power systems equipped
with these renewable resources, a suitable mechanism should
be utilized in order to overcome power ﬂuctuations. In this
regard, it is demonstrated that energy storage systems will have
a vital role to accommodate renewable resources in both con-
nected and isolated plants. The inherent intermittent renew-
able generation can be suppressed, steadied or smoothed by
means of integration with storage units [22–28].
Frequency regulation and stabilization
Frequency stability refers to the capability of a power system
to preserve steady frequency following a serious disturbance
leading to a considerable imbalance between generation and
Short-term bulk energy storage system scheduling for load leveling in unit commitment 363load. It relies on the ability to bring back equilibrium between
system generation and load, with smallest load shedding [29].
In order to regulate the system frequency dynamically during
the transients caused by disturbances or sudden changes, stor-
age units can utilize to maintain frequency stability [30,31]. In
this context, batteries [32–35], superconducting magnetic
energy storage (SMES) systems [36–39], supercapacitors
[40–42], and ﬂywheels [43,44] are well-suited for this application.
Transmission and distribution network upgrade
Energy storage systems can be employed in order to upgrade
the operation and planning of the transmission and distribu-
tion network [45]. For instance, they can reduce congestion
[46–48] and defer investment in transmission network [49–51]
and also reduce losses [52], improve reliability [53], and defer
investment decision [54] in distribution network. Relatively
large power capacity compared with system demand is impor-
tant for such applications.
As discussed above, various applications are deﬁned for the
ESSs in the literature and are quantiﬁed and analyzed with
exact case studies [11–54]. In this paper, application of a bulk
ESS unit to level load proﬁle is quantiﬁed in detail in a thermal
unit commitment context (UC). The proposed model is a
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) which can be
easily solved by strong commercial solvers (for instance
CPLEX as used in this paper) and it is appropriate to be used
in the practical large scale networks. The ESSs are modeled
with respect to the various technical characteristics and their
role to level load proﬁle is analyzed regarding governing fac-
tors. The proposed model is tested on IEEE 24 bus reliability
test system (RTS) and is solved using GAMS software. Addi-
tionally, optimal charge/discharge schedule of the ESSs in
order to achieve minimum operation cost is obtained while con-
sidering thermal units and transmission network constraints.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as fol-
lows. Section ‘Proposed formulation’ introduces main network
constrained MILP unit commitment model without storage
devices, and provides a detailed description and modeling of
the energy storage system. Afterward, complete proposed
UC model incorporating new equations representing storage
devices is given in the end of this section. Results of imple-
menting the proposed model on the test system are presented
and discussed in the Section ‘Case study’. Finally, in Section
‘Conclusions’, some relevant conclusions are given.
Proposed formulation
In this section, the main unit commitment problem without
ESS is formulated ﬁrstly. Then, the ESS is modeled with
respect to the various technical characteristics. Finally, the
complete proposed model for the ESS integration and schedul-
ing in the thermal unit commitment is presented.
MILP unit commitment without storage device
Unit Commitment (UC) is deﬁned as to turn a generating unit
on, which includes speeding up the unit, synchronizing and
connecting it to the grid so it is able to deliver the power
[55]. Regarding the power demand variations, the UC problem
is to commit adequate units at appropriate time and with
enough generated power, economically. In addition, most ofthe unit types in the electric power systems are the thermal
units which cannot instantly turn on and produce power.
Therefore, the UC problem must be solved in advance so that
enough producible power is always accessible to supply the
system demand [56]. A variety of methods have been proposed
to model and solve the UC problem [57], but mixed integer lin-
ear programming (MILP) is a well-known method providing
various advantages over other ones. The MILP convergence
to the optimal solution is guaranteed in a ﬁnite number of
the iterations while a ﬂexible and accurate modeling frame-
work is provided. Furthermore, during search of the problem
space, information on the proximity to the optimal solution is
available [58–62]. Professional MILP softwares based on the
branch and bound, and branch and cut algorithms have been
widely developed and commercial packages with large-scale
capabilities are currently available and used extensively [63,64].
The main unit commitment formulation without storage
devices described in this subsection is based on the model pre-
sented by Carrio and Arroyo [59]. The power generation, start-
up, and shutdown costs, and also the technical constraints of
the thermal units are considered in the problem formulation.
Transmission network constraints and cost of the load shed-
ding are also added to the model. The constituents of the pro-
posed formulation including objective function and its cost
components, power balance equations, reserve requirements,
and thermal constraints have been described in the following,
respectively.
The objective function of the unit commitment problem is
considered as follows:
Min
X
t2T
X
n2N
X
i2I
CPGn;t þ CSUn;t þ CSDn;t þ CLSi;t
 
ð1Þ
The objective function presented in (1) is equal to the daily
total operation cost of the system. As the equation denotes,
total operation cost is equal to four terms including power gen-
eration, start-up, and shutdown costs of the units in addition
to the cost of the load shedding. In this equation, variable C
with subscripts n and t denotes a cost term related to unit n
and at time period t. Also, superscripts PG, SU, and SD stand
for power generation, start-up, and shutdown, respectively.
The latest cost component, cost of load shedding are presented
by CLSi;t where superscript LS and subscripts i and t stand for
load shedding, bus I, and time period t, respectively.
Generation cost function of the thermal units is usually
deﬁned as a quadratic function of the output power as formu-
lated in (2). In this equation, PGn,t refers to the generated
power by unit n at time period t while binary variable
BGStaten;t is equal to 1 if unit n at time period t is online and equal
to 0 otherwise. Parameters an, bn, and cn indicate constant, ﬁrst
order, and second order cost coefﬁcients, respectively.
CPGn;t ¼ an  BGStaten;t þ bn  PGn;t þ cn  PG2n;t 8 n 2 N;
8 t 2 T ð2Þ
Therefore, the resulting objective function is a non-linear func-
tion. In order to guarantee convergence of the optimal solu-
tion, a linear approximation should be applied to the cost
function. The nonlinear (quadratic) cost function curve is
shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the non-linear cost func-
tion can be accurately approximated with a sequence of
straight line segments. In the ﬁgure, the variables P1,n, P2,n
and P3,n denote generation increments and range from 0 to
Pnmin
∆Cn=λ1,n P1,n
P1,n
P3,nP2,nP1,n
Pnmax
Cn
PG
$/hr   
Fig. 1 Piecewise linear approximation of the quadratic cost
function curve.
364 R. Hemmati and H. Saboorirespective maximum values. It should be noted that Pm,n is not
the generation value by itself. In other word, sum of the min-
imum power output and generation segments will be equal to
the total generated power. If km,n represents the slope of the
line segment m, then the increment in cost function corre-
sponding to this line segment is equal to km,n Pm,n. The ﬁtness
of this so-called ‘‘piecewise linear” approximation method can
be improved to any preferred level by increasing the number of
used line segments. By adding subscript t standing for time
period, Eqs. (3)–(5) formulate this approximation.
kn ¼ an þ bn  PGMinn þ cn  PGMinn
 2 8 n 2 N ð3Þ
CPGn;t ¼ kn  BGStaten;t þ
XNGCn
m¼1
km;n  PPLm;n;t
 
8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð4Þ
PGn;t ¼ PGMinn  BGStaten;t þ
XNGCn
m¼1
PPLm;n;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T
ð5Þ
In (3), parameter kn, is equal to the cost of the generated power
corresponding to the minimum power output point. As the
equation denotes, this parameter is calculated through replac-
ing PGn,t by PG
Min
n in (2). Eq. (4) shows that if unit n is online,
then cost of the generated power will be equal to the sum of the
cost of the power generation segments in addition to cost of
the minimum power output of the unit (i.e. kn). Finally, Eq.
(5) states that total generated power is equal to sum of the
power generation segments in addition to the minimum power
output of the unit.
The start-up cost of the units is calculated by (6)–(8) where
binary variable BGSUn;t represents start-up situation of each unit
at each time period. This binary variable is equal to 1 if unit n
at time period t is started-up and 0 otherwise. In other words,
this binary variable at each time period is equal to on/off status
of the unit at present time period minus its situation at previ-
ous time period (see (6)). In (7), start-up cost for each unit at
each time period is calculated via multiplying corresponding
start-up binary variable by unit constant start-up cost denoted
by CCSUn . Regarding positive value of the constant start-up costCCSUn
 
and free value of the start-up binary variable BGSUn;t
 
which may be a positive or negative value, resulting start-up
cost can be either positive or negative. Only positive start-up
values are acceptable, as declared in (8).
BGSUn;t ¼ BGStaten;t  BGStaten;t1
h i
8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð6Þ
CSUn;t ¼ CCSUn BGSUn;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð7Þ
CSUn;t P 0 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð8Þ
Like the start-up cost, shutdown cost can be simply calculated
as (9)–(11). In these equations, binary variable BGSDn;t stands
for shutdown status of unit n at time period t while parameter
CCSUn represents constant shutdown cost of unit n.
BGSDn;t ¼ BGStaten;t1  BGStaten;t
h i
8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð9Þ
CSDn;t ¼ CCSDn BGSDn;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð10Þ
CSDn;t P 0 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð11Þ
Cost of the load shedding is equal to the value of the shed load
multiplied by amount of the shed load as denoted by (12). In
this equation, parameter CCLSi and variable P
LS
i;t denote con-
stant load shedding cost at bus i and amount of the shed load
at bus i and time period t. The amount of shed load should be
a positive value and smaller than the bus power demand to
ensure that ﬁctitious power is not generated. Eqs. (13) and
(14) guarantee this situation where PDi,t refers to power
demand of bus i at time period t.
CLSi;t ¼ CCLSi PLSi;t 8 i 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð12Þ
PLSi;t 6 PDi;t ð13Þ
PLSi;t P 0 8 i 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð14Þ
Constraint (15) is used to balance the power generation and
consumption in the real-time in every bus of the system.
According to this constraint, sum of the generated power of
the thermal units plus load shedding in each bus should be
equal to the power demand plus injected power to the lines
connected to the bus. In this equation, PGBusi;t , P
LS
i;t , PDi;t, and
PIi;t respectively denote total generated power, load shedding,
power demand, and total injected power at bus i and time per-
iod t. Eq. (16) states that overall generated power at each bus is
equal to the sum of the generated power of the units installed
in the bus. Eq. (17) calculates power injected into the bus as a
function of ﬂow of the lines connected to the bus (PLi,j,t).
PGBusi;t þ PLSi;t ¼ PDi;t þ PIi;t 8 i 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð15Þ
PGi;t ¼
X
n2Ni
PGn;t 8 i 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð16Þ
PIi;t ¼
X
j2J
PLi;j;t 8 i; j 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð17Þ
Flow of the lines is calculated based on the DC power ﬂow
equation. The linear, non-complex, and non-iterative charac-
teristic of the DC power ﬂow attracts considerable analytical
Short-term bulk energy storage system scheduling for load leveling in unit commitment 365and computational attention. In contrast to the AC power ﬂow
model, the advantages of a DC model are as follows [65]:
 Its solution method is non-iterative as well as the results are
reliable and unique.
 The problems can be modeled, solved, and optimized efﬁ-
ciently by using its method.
 Required network data are minimum and comparatively
easy to obtain.
On the other hand, sometimes there may be no practical
alternative to the use of the DC power ﬂow. For instance
and as in our case, using DC power ﬂow is inevitable when
computational burden of the problem is high due to the use
of binary variables or modeling large scale practical transmis-
sion networks. In addition, only way to keep linearity of the
model in the transmission constraint problems is to use this
approximation [66]. In DC power ﬂow model, by ignoring
transmission line losses, the magnitude of the active power
injected into (Pij) and drawn from (Pji) the line will be equal to
PLi;j ¼ PLj;i ¼ PLi;j ¼ ViVjSinðdi  djÞ
XLi;j
ð18Þ
where XLij denotes the line reactance and V and d represent
voltage magnitude and angle at sending and receiving buses
to which the line is connected. Then, it is assumed that in nor-
mal operation conditions, bus voltage magnitudes are almost
equal to 1 per-unit (see Eq. (19)) and bus voltage angles are
small enough to assume that their sinus is equal to themselves
in radians as declared in (20).
V1  V2  1 ð19Þ
Sinðd1  d2Þ  d1  d2 ð20Þ
Substituting (19) and (20) in (18), we have
PLi;j ¼ di  dj
XLi;j
ð21Þ
By adding subscript t denoting time period, DC line ﬂow equa-
tion will be
PLi;j;t ¼ di;t  dj;t
XLi;j
8 i; j 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð22Þ
Finally, Eq. (23) enforces line ﬂow limits in both directions
where parameter PLMaxi;j represents maximum allowable line
ﬂow.
PLMaxi;j 6 PLi;j;t 6 PLMaxi;j 8 i; j 2 I; 8 t 2 T ð23Þ
As it is shown in (24), spinning reserve of an online unit
(denoted by variable PGResn;t ) is equal to its maximum pro-
ducible power (denoted by parameter PGMaxn;t ) minus its gener-
ated power. The summation over spinning reserves of all units
yields system spinning reserve, or PRest , as stated in (25). This
value at each time period should be greater than the minimum
required reserve of the system (denoted by parameter Rt) as
declared in (26).
PGResn;t ¼ PGMaxn;t  PGn;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð24Þ
PRest ¼
X
n2N
PGResn;t 8 t 2 T ð25ÞPRest P Rt 8 t 2 T ð26Þ
The constraints including the technical constraints of the ther-
mal units such as generation limits, ramp-up, ramp-down,
start-up ramp, shutdown ramp, minimum up-time, and mini-
mum down time are declared in (27)–(39). These equations
are a reformulation of the model presented before [61] and
any other similar model (i.e. MILP UC models) can be
replaced simply because of independency of them with respect
to rest of the model. Detailed description of each equation was
previously provided [59] and out of scope of this paper.
PMinn BG
State
n;t 6 PGn;t 6 PGMaxn 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð27Þ
0 6 PGMaxn;t 6 PMaxn BGStaten;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð28Þ
PGMaxn;t 6 PGn;t1 þ PRUn BGStaten;t1 þ PSURn  BGSUn;t
þ PMaxn 1 BGStaten;t
 
8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð29Þ
PGMaxn;t1 6 PMaxn BGStaten;t þ PSDn BGSDn;t 8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T
ð30Þ
PGn;t1 6 PGn;t þ PRDn BGStaten;t þ PSDRn  BGSDn;t
þ PGMaxn 1 BGStaten;t1
 
8 n 2 N; 8 t 2 T ð31Þ
TUn ¼ min T; TMUn  TU0n
  BG0n
 	 8 n 2 N ð32Þ
XTUn
t¼1
1 BGStaten;t
 
¼ 0 8 n 2 N ð33Þ
XtþTMUn 1
i¼t
BGStaten;i P T
MU
n  BGSUn;t 8 n 2 N;
8 t ¼ TUn þ 1; . . . ;T TMUn þ 1 ð34Þ
XT
i¼t
BGStaten;t  BGSUn;t
h i
P 0 8 n 2 N;
8 t ¼ T TMUn þ 2; . . . ;T ð35Þ
TDn ¼ min T; TMDn  TD0n
  1 BG0n
  	 ð36Þ
XTDn
t¼1
BGStaten;i ¼ 0 8 n 2 N ð37Þ
XtþTMDn 1
i¼t
ð1 BGStaten;i ÞP TMDn  BGSDn;t 8 n 2 N;
8 t ¼ TDn þ 1; . . . ;T TMDn þ 1 ð38Þ
XT
i¼t
1 BGStaten;i  BGSDn;i
h i
P 0 8 n 2 N;
8 t ¼ T TMDn þ 2; . . . ;T ð39Þ
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Energy storage systems (ESSs) installed within an electricity
system can be provided by a range of technologies [2,3,5,6].
As discussed in the introduction, the ESS technologies can
be broadly categorized into two groups, including centralized
bulk power storage and distributed storage [67]. Irrespective
of the ESS technology type, an ESS can be modeled approxi-
mately by an ideal ESS unit along with its charge/discharge
units, as depicted in Fig. 2. This assumption is completely
acceptable for the purposes of this paper.
As the ﬁgure shows, some of the charged power into and
discharged power from the ESS will lose in the conversion
devices. The percent of the charge efﬁciency enforced by charg-
ing unit determines the relation between power drawn from the
grid and net power charged into the ESS. In other words, if
PCh and gC denote charge power drawn from the bus and
charging unit efﬁciency, then net power charged into the ESS
(excluding charging losses) will be equal to PCh gC. Like the
charge state, discharge state is affected from discharging unit.
It should be noted that, discharged power drawn from the ESS
is equal to the net discharging power injected into the grid at
ESS installation bus (without discharge losses) in addition to
the discharging unit losses. In other words, if PDi and gDi
denote net discharge power injected into the bus and discharg-
ing unit efﬁciency, then power discharged from the ESS
(including discharging losses) will be equal to PDi/gDi. This
matter should be regarded in the power balance and ESS
energy balance equations in bus at which the ESS is installed.
Eq. (40) simpliﬁes the above matter and modiﬁes the power
balance equation presented in (15) in order to account for
the ESS installation in the bus. As the equation shows, an
ESS unit can be modeled as a controllable load and a generat-
ing unit to represent charge and discharge states, respectively.
In this equation, variables PSChs;t and PS
Di
s;t are respectively
charging power drawn from and discharging power injected
into the bus by energy storage s at time period t while other
variables are as (15). It should be noted that all of the charging
powers to and discharging powers from installed ESS units in
bus i (denoted by set Si) should be summed up as declared by
(40).Fig. 2 Modeling of a generic energy storage system.PGBusi;t þ PLSi;t þ
X
s2Si
PSDis;t ¼ PDi;t þ PIi;t þ
X
s2Si
PSChs;t 8 i 2 I;
8 s 2 S ð40Þ
Eqs. (41) and (42) enforce that stored energy in the ESS in the
beginning (t= 1) and the end of the time period (t= T) must
be equal to the initial stored energy because of the periodical
nature of the problem. In these equations, parameter ES0s
denotes initial stored energy in energy storage s and variable
ESs,t stands for stored energy in the energy storage s at time
period t.
ESs;t ¼ ES0s 8 t ¼ 1 ð41Þ
ESs;t ¼ ES0s 8 t ¼ T ð42Þ
Energy balance equation of the ESS is declared in (43). This
equation means that stored energy at each time period is equal
to the stored energy at the previous time period plus net
charged power into and minus gross discharged power from
the ESS at present time period. Also, the stored energy in
the ESS is a positive value (see (44)) limited to its energy rating
as stated in (45).
ESs;t ¼ ESs;t1 þ PSChs;t gCh  PSDis;t=gDi 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S
ð43Þ
ESs;t 6 ESRateds 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð44Þ
ESs;t P 0 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð45Þ
The ESS at every time period may be in one of the charge or
discharge states or in the idle state. In other words, charge
and discharge states cannot take place simultaneously at a sin-
gle time period. This situation is modeled by adding two bin-
ary variables indicating charge state denoted by BSChs;t and
discharge state denoted by BSDis;t . As Eq. (46) conﬁrmed, the
ESS among actions charge, discharge, and doing nothing must
be chose one and cannot perform joint actions at each time
period.
BSChs;t þ BSDis;t 6 1 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð46Þ
Charge and discharge units of the ESS restrict its maximum
transferable power. Eqs. (47) and (48) conﬁrm this restriction
for charge and discharge states, respectively, provided that
respective binary variables must be switched on. In these equa-
tions, PSRateds represents rated power of the ESS. Irrespective of
discharge power rating constraint, the ESS at each time period
can deliver at last all of the stored energy at previous time per-
iod multiplied by its discharge efﬁciency, as stated in (49).
PSChs;t 6 PSRateds BSChs;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð47Þ
PSDis;t 6 PSRateds BSDis;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð48Þ
PSDis;t 6 ESs;t1gDiBSDis;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð49Þ
Because of the technical constraints, the ESS in the charge and
discharge states cannot experience power variations above
allowable boundaries between the adjacent time periods. These
boundaries are stated in Eqs. (50)–(53) and related to charge
ramp-up, charge ramp-down, discharge ramp-up, and dis-
charge ramp-down powers of the ESS, respectively. In these
Fig. 3 Schematic of the IEEE RTS 24-bus system [68].
Table 1 Hourly load (MW) [68].
Hour 1 2 3 4 5 6
Load 1909 1795 1710 1681 1681 1710
Hour 7 8 9 10 11 12
Load 2109 2451 2707 2736 2736 2707
Hour 13 14 15 16 17 18
Load 2707 2707 2650 2679 2821 2850
Hour 19 20 21 22 23 24
Load 2850 2736 2593 2365 2080 1795
Short-term bulk energy storage system scheduling for load leveling in unit commitment 367equations, parameters PSCRUs , PS
CRD
s , PS
DRU
s , and PS
DRD
s
denote charge ramp-up, charge ramp-down, discharge ramp-
up, and discharge tamp-down of the ESS, respectively.
PSChs;t 6 PSChs;t1 þ PSCRUs BSChs;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð50Þ
PSChs;t P PS
Ch
s;t1  PSCRDs BSChs;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð51ÞPSDis;t 6 PSDis;t1 þ PSDRUs BSDis;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð52Þ
PSDis;t P PS
Di
s;t1  PSDRDs BSDis;t 8 t 2 T; 8 s 2 S ð53Þ
Stored energy in the ESS can act as reserve power in case of
contingencies. Therefore, this back-up power can assist the
generation spinning reserve and be regarded as a second
reserve in the system. Considering this issue, sum of the stored
energy in the ESSs should be added to the generating units
spinning reserve. In other words, reserve requirements of the
system should be changed from (25)–(54) as follows:
PRest ¼
X
s2S
ESs;t þ
X
n2N
PGResn;t 8 t 2 T ð54ÞComplete proposed model
Finally, the proposed MILP model of the ESS integrated ther-
mal unit commitment problem consists of the main unit com-
mitment without ESS equations plus ESS modeling equations.
Table 3 Base case operation cost results.
Cost component ($) Without ESS With ESS Cost reduction
$ %
Start-up 1260 840 420 33.3333
Shutdown 1140 840 300 26.3158
Generation 804,985 750,150 54,835 6.8120
Load shedding 0 0 0 0
Total 807,385 751,829 55,555 6.8809
Table 4 ESS stored energy, charge, and discharge status.
Hour Energy stored (MW h) Power (MW)
Charge Discharge
1 0.0 91.1 0.0
2 86.0 279.3 0.0
3 349.5 285.0 0.0
4 618.4 285.0 0.0
5 887.2 285.0 0.0
6 1156.1 285.0 0.0
7 1425.0 0.0 0.0
8 1425.0 0.0 77.0
9 1343.3 0.0 200.5
10 1130.8 0.0 96.0
11 1029.1 0.0 96.0
12 927.3 0.0 67.5
13 855.7 0.0 67.5
14 784.2 0.0 42.0
15 739.7 0.0 0.0
16 739.7 0.0 39.0
17 698.3 0.0 155.9
18 533.1 0.0 174.1
19 348.5 0.0 174.1
20 163.8 0.0 70.4
21 89.2 0.0 73.7
22 11.1 0.0 0.0
23 11.1 0.0 10.5
24 0 0.0 0.0
Table 2 Typical ESS characteristics [69].
ESS technology Conﬁguration Total capital cost per
power rating (€/kW)
Total capital cost per energy
rating (€/kW h)
Round trip eﬃciency (%) Lifetime (Year)
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
Pumped hydro Conventional 1030 1675 96 181 0.70 0.82 50 60
Compressed air Underground 774 914 48 106 0.70 0.89 20 40
Aboveground 1286 1388 210 278 0.70 0.90 20 40
Battery Lead-acid 1388 3254 346 721 0.70 0.90 5 15
Li-ion 874 1786 973 1211 0.85 0.95 5 15
368 R. Hemmati and H. SabooriIt should be noted that connecting links between thermal unit
commitment model and ESS model are power balance and
reserve requirements equations, modiﬁed from (15)–(40) and
(25)–(54), respectively. In other words, ﬁnal complete pro-
posed model comprises the objective function (1), and Eq.
(3)–(14), (16)–(17), (22)–(39), and (40)–(54).
Case study
The proposed formulation is implemented on the IEEE 24 bus
reliability test system (RTS). The problem is implemented in
GAMS [63] software and solved by CPLEX [64]. Schematic
of the test system is presented in Fig. 3. Transmission lines
data are as [68]. Synchronous condenser installed in bus 14 is
detached because of using the DC power ﬂow. The remained
generating units are as [68] but with the following changes.
In the original system all generating units are online initially.
Here, we have a unit commitment problem and assume that
only generating units 20–32 (units with low generation cost)
are online initially. Also, shutdown cost of all units is equal
to zero originally where are changed to the behalf of the
start-up cost for each unit. The considered time span is 24 h
and it is divided into 24 time periods. The non-linear cost func-
tion of the units is linearized with 10 equal segments and opti-
mality gap of the CPLEX solver is set to 0.01 percent. The cost
of the load shedding in each bus and at every time periods is
ﬁxed to 500 $/MW. Peak load of the system is equal to
2850 MW where hour-by-hour loading data for one year are
provided before [68]. Day 352 of the year with most consumed
energy is selected here as hourly load data, as presented in
Table 1. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of gener-
ality, only one ESS type and one installation is considered in
bus 10 of the system. Rated power of the ESS is equal to the
10 percent of the peak load, i.e. 285 MW. The ESS can store
the rated power for 5 h, i.e. its rated energy is equal to
1425 MW h. Because of lacking relevant data, charge ram-
up, charge ramp-down, discharge ram-up, and discharge
ramp-down are set to the rated power of the ESS. Typical
ESS data for various technologies are provided [69] where
information for bulk units is presented in Table 2. It is
assumed that installed ESS is an underground compressed
air system with 89 percent round-trip efﬁciency. Charge and
discharge efﬁciencies both are set to the square of this value,
i.e. 0.943.
The overall results of the base case simulation including
start-up, shutdown, power generation, load shedding, and
total operation cost for cases with and without ESS unit are
given in Table 3. As the table shows, installing only one ESS
unit in bus 10 of the system will reduce overall operation costby 55,555 dollars per day. Amount of the cost reduction is
equal to 6.8809 percent of the total cost which is a considerable
value. As the results demonstrate, cost reduction is occurred in
all cost components except load shedding. Also, governing cost
component is power generation because of high share so its
cost reduction percent is completely close to the total cost
reduction. It is worth pointing out that besides cost coefﬁ-
cients, the shape of the load proﬁle has a signiﬁcant impact
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Fig. 4 Total generated power with and without ESS.
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square term in the generation cost function. In other words,
the most cost reduction will be yielded for a load proﬁle with
most variability. On the contrary, a constant load proﬁle
means no load leveling and no cost reduction as a result.
Total generated power of the units for both cases is
depicted in Fig. 4. It should be noted that, in base case without
ESS the total generated power is equal to the load demand. As
the ﬁgure shows, optimal operation of the ESS results in
proper load leveling by peak shaving and valley ﬁlling. More
level load proﬁles will reach by increasing power and energy
rating of the ESS.Table 5 Sensitivity of the cost reduction with respect to the ESS in
Installation bus Total operation cost with ESS (
1 753,234
2 752,519
3 752,519
4 755,006
5 754,276
6 764,169
7 777,907
8 753,761
9 753,234
10 751,829
11 753,248
12 753,248
13 752,532
14 752,170
15 752,519
16 753,363
17 752,577
18 752,409
19 751,787
20 753,262
21 751,684
22 752,532
23 753,260
24 753,234
Minimum
Average
MaximumDesired cost reduction may not be yielded unless the charge
and discharge states and powers of the ESS be optimized
through proper modeling. Optimal charge and discharge
scheduling of the ESS along with hourly stored energy is pro-
vided in Table 4. As in the table, the ESS is charged during low
demand periods and discharged during high demand periods.
Obtained scheduling program helps system operators to decide
on the optimum ESS state and power at every time period.
Besides base case results, sensitivity of the simulation
results with respect to some dominant parameters of the ESS
is analyzed. The parameters governing the results can be
divided into ESS location and its technical characteristics.
The results of changing the ESS installation bus are provided
in Table 5. As the table conﬁrms, average cost reduction per-
cent is equal to 6.5590 where for most of the buses it is about
6.5–6.9. In addition, buses 7 and 21 are the worst and the best
installation locations for the ESS in terms of cost reduction,
respectively. Regarding obtained results, proposed formula-
tion can be applicable to optimally site ESS among candidate
locations in the system.
Three performance characteristics of the ESS that have a
signiﬁcant impact on the results are round-trip efﬁciency,
power rating, and energy rating. Sensitivity of the cost reduc-
tion percent with respect to the power and energy ratings is
given in Table 6. The percent of the operation cost reduction
is quite sensitive to the energy and power ratings, as the results
shows. It should be noted that after a certain value, further
increase in power or energy rating does not inﬂuence the
results and will be considered as overdesign. The application
of this analysis could be in the power and energy sizing of
the ESS.stallation bus.
$) Cost reduction
$ %
54,150 6.7069
54,865 6.7954
54,865 6.7954
52,378 6.4874
53,109 6.5779
43,216 5.3526
29,477 3.6510
53,623 6.6417
54,150 6.7069
55,555 6.8809
54,136 6.7051
54,136 6.7052
54,852 6.7938
55,215 6.8388
54,865 6.7954
54,022 6.6910
54,807 6.7883
54,975 6.8091
55,597 6.8861
54,122 6.7034
55,700 6.8989
54,852 6.7938
54,124 6.7037
54,150 6.7069
3.6510 (Bus 7)
6.5590
6.8989 (Bus 21)
Table 6 Sensitivity of the cost reduction percent with respect to the ESS power and energy ratings.
Rated energy (MW h) Rated power as a percent of peak load (MW)
5.0 7.5 10 12.5 15.0
1  P 0.7296 1.5446 2.2086 2.0660 2.8035
2  P 2.2086 2.8035 3.4658 3.9171 4.4360
3  P 2.8570 3.3575 4.4646 5.3172 6.3155
4  P 3.3370 4.1852 5.7427 6.9005 7.9632
5  P 3.7779 5.1338 6.8809 8.3062 9.6739
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity of the cost reduction with respect to the ESS
round-trip efﬁciency.
Fig. 6 IEEE RTS hour-by-hour yearly load [68].
370 R. Hemmati and H. SabooriThe effect of the round-trip efﬁciency of the ESS on the
results is considered in Fig. 5. In this analysis, charge and dis-
charge efﬁciencies of the ESS are set equally with square of the
values showed in the horizontal axis of the ﬁgure. As expected,
the percent of the operation cost reduction is considerably sen-
sitive to the charge/discharge efﬁciency. In other words, mod-
est increase may increase cost reduction signiﬁcantly.
At last but not least, it is essential to perform a cost/beneﬁt
analysis. As considered in the paper, the beneﬁt is deﬁned as
operation cost reduction per day while for an ESS unit domi-
nant cost factor is capital or investment cost. The capital cost
in terms of energy and power rating for typical ESSs is pro-
vided in [69] and given in Table 2 for bulk units. Consideringour assumption, i.e. using underground compressed air ESS,
capital cost of the power rating varies from 774 to 914, where,
this value for energy rating is from 48 to 106. Also, lifetime for
this technology is between 20 and 40 years, as denoted by the
table. Bear in mind that these values are gathered from the pre-
vious data not present data in addition to this fact that ESS
technologies are progressing in terms of per unit cost reduction
and lifetime improvement. As a result, we optimistically
assume minimum power and energy capital cost and maximum
lifetime for the installed ESS technology, that is, 774 €/kW,
48 €/kW h, and 40 years. It should be noted that capital cost
is a one-shot value over ESS lifetime (in Euros as declared in
[69]) while calculated operation cost reduction is a daily value
(in Dollars). Regarding different time and currency scales of
these values, they should be compared taking into account
proper coefﬁcients. Annuity factor (AF) can convert a capital
cost to a yearly cost by considering interest rate (r) and lifetime
(L) [70], as presented in (55):
AF ¼ rð1þ rÞ
L
ð1þ rÞL  1 ð55Þ
In our case, we assume a 5% interest rate with 40 years lifetime
as discussed above, resulting in 0.0582 annuity factor. There-
fore, the converted yearly capital cost of the ESS will be
yielded by multiplying annuity factor, power unit convert fac-
tor, and currency unit convert factor, as denoted by (56):
CYESS ¼ AF FPMK  FCED
 PRatedESS  CPRatedESS þ ERatedESS  CERatedESS
  ð56Þ
In this equation, CYESS; AF; FP
M
K , FC
E
D; P
Rated
ESS ,
CPRatedESS ;E
Rated
ESS ; and CE
Rated
ESS denote ESS converted yearly cap-
ital cost, annuity factor (0.0582), power unit convert factor
(1000), currency unit convert factor (1.07), installed power rat-
ing (28 MW), installed energy rating (1425 MW h), per unit
cost of power rating (774 €/kW), and per unit cost of energy
rating (774 €/kW h), respectively. With the abovementioned
values, converted yearly capital cost of the installed ESS unit
will be equal to 17,996,563 dollars. The hour-by-hour load of
the considered IEEE RTS case study is presented in Fig. 6.
As the ﬁgure shows, load proﬁle shape is not changed consid-
erably for various days of the year. We assume a constant load
proﬁle and consequently a constant operation cost reduction
value for all days over horizon time (this assumption justiﬁes
load growth factor during 40 years lifetime of the ESS). Con-
sequently, the expected cost reduction for one year will be
equal to 20,277,575 dollars. Compared to the ESS yearly
investment cost, installing the ESS unit will result in a
2,281,012 dollars net beneﬁt per year. Although the expected
obtained yearly beneﬁt is an estimated value, it should be
Short-term bulk energy storage system scheduling for load leveling in unit commitment 371noted that synergic utilization of the ESS applications dis-
cussed in the introduction, will justify computation errors so
that obtained beneﬁt will be completely competitive compared
to the investment costs.Conclusions
In the present paper, large-scale Energy Storage Systems (ESSs)
have been modeled and integrated in the thermal unit commit-
ment problem. The proposed model, Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (MILP), ensures convergence to the global optimum
while can be easily solved with well-known available solvers
without problems of the practical large scale networks. The
technical constraints of the thermal units operation and trans-
mission network constraints have been considered in the model,
too. The results of the simulations on the case study demon-
strated that conducted load leveling through optimum storage
management leads to considerable reduction in daily operation
costs. In addition, optimal storage charge/discharge schedule of
the ESS in order to achieve minimum cost operation has been
obtained. Besides storage modeling and integration in UC, a
comprehensive sensitivity analysis has been carried out with
respect to installation size and technical characteristics of the
ESS. Regarding generality of the proposed model, it can be uti-
lized in various system studies including operation, planning,
market clearing, and demand response.Conflict of Interest
The authors have declared no conflict of interest.
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